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Clinical Notes

Synthetic Identification

Clinical notes often describe the most important aspects of a
patient's physiology and are therefore critical to medical
research.
These notes are typically inaccessible to researchers without
prior removal of sensitive protected health information (PHI), a
natural language processing (NLP) task referred to as
de-identification.
Tools to automatically de-identify clinical notes are needed, but
are difficult to create without access to those very same notes
containing PHI.

We are building a publically accessible De-Identification dataset
from the MIMIC notes, which are easilly accessible.

De-Identification
Sensitive PHI must be removed from electronic healthcare records before
they can be released for research.

Until recently, the state-of-the-art from the i2b2 shared task for de-id
was a Conditional Random Field.
We trained a CRF baseline using: unigram features, context features,
and comparisons to lists of common PHI words.
The system was trained to identify a variety of PHI tags, including:
names, hospitals, companies, locations, dates, and identifying
numbers (e.g. SSN).

Results
Unsurprisingly, the CRF continued
to improve as data size grew.
Future Work:
● Currently training deep LSTM
models on the silver MIMIC data
● Getting the up-to-date
rule-based script used to
originally de-id the MIMIC data.
● More sophisticated synth-id (e.g.
preserving name form)

The i2b2 2014 de-id
challenge only has 2,000
notes of de-identified text.
Such a small dataset is
insufficient for building
modern, deep models.
There are 2,000,000 notes
in the MIMIC database.
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